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Several gateway-based ongestion ontrol me hanisms have
been proposed to support an end-to-end ongestion ontrol me hanism
of TCP (Transmission Control Proto ol). One of promising gatewaybased ongestion ontrol me hanisms is a RED (Random Early Dete tion) gateway. In this paper, we analyze the transient behavior of the
RED gateway when the number of TCP onne tions is hanged. We
model both TCP onne tions and the RED gateway as a single feedba k
system, and analyze the dynami s of the number of pa kets in the RED
gateway's bu er when the number of TCP onne tions is in reased or
de reased. Through numeri al examples, we quantitatively show that the
transient performan e of the RED gateway is quite sensitive to system
parameters su h as the total number of TCP onne tions, the pro essing
speed of the RED gateway. We also show that ontrol parameters of the
RED gateway have little impa t on the transient behavior of the RED
gateway.

Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Several gateway-based ongestion ontrol me hanisms have been re ently proposed to support an end-to-end ongestion ontrol me hanism of TCP [1, 2℄.
One of promising gateway-based ongestion ontrol me hanisms is a RED (Random Early Dete tion) gateway that randomly drops an in oming pa ket at the
bu er [1℄. A number of studies on the steady state performan e of the RED
gateway using simulation experiments have been performed [1, 3, 4℄. Although
e e tiveness of the RED gateway is fully dependent on a hoi e of ontrol parameters, it is diÆ ult to on gure them appropriately. For example, the authors
of [1℄ have proposed a set of ontrol parameters for the RED gateway, but this is
only a guideline a quired empiri ally using simulation experiments. On the other
hand, there are a few studies analyzing the hara teristi s of the RED gateway.
Stability and transient behavior of the RED gateway in the steady state have
been analyzed in [5-8℄ by assuming that the number of TCP onne tions is onstant. It has not been leared how the variation of the number of TCP onne tions a e ts the transient behavior of the RED gateway. In an a tual network,

the number of TCP onne tions hanges frequently. When the number of TCP
onne tions is in reased or de reased, either bu er over ow or bu er under ow
may o ur, resulting in the performan e degradation of the RED gateway. It is
therefore important to evaluate the transient behavior of the RED gateway by
taking a ount of the variation of the number of TCP onne tions.
In this paper, we analyze the transient behavior of the RED gateway by
extending the analyti results obtained in [5℄. More spe i ally, we analyze the
dynami s of the number of pa kets in the RED gateway's bu er (i.e., the queue
length) when one or more TCP onne tions newly start or terminate their data
transmissions. Showing numeri al results, we reveal how ontrol parameters of
the RED gateway a e t its transient behavior.
This paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we explain the algorithm
of the RED gateway in short. In Se tion 3, the analyti model of the RED
gateway is explained, whi h is used throughout this paper. In Se tion 4, we
brie y present the derivation of the average state transition equations, whi h
des ribe the dynami s of the RED gateway. In Se tion 5, using the average state
transition equations, we analyze the transient behavior of the RED gateway
when the number of TCP onne tions is hanged. In Se tion 6, several numeri al
examples are presented to learly show how ontrol parameters of the RED
gateway or system parameters a e t the transient performan e. In Se tion 7, we
nally on lude this paper and dis uss future works.

2

RED Algorithm

The RED gateway has four ontrol parameters: minth , maxth , maxp , and qw .
minth is the minimum threshold and maxth is the maximum threshold. These
thresholds are used to al ulate a pa ket marking probability for every in oming pa ket. The RED gateway maintains its average queue length q , whi h is
al ulated from the urrent queue length using EWMA (Exponential Weighted
Moving Average) with a weight fa tor of qw . The RED gateway al ulates the
pa ket marking probability pb for every in oming pa ket from the average queue
length. Namely, the RED gateway determines the pa ket marking probability pb
using the fun tion shown in Fig. 1. In this gure, maxp is a ontrol parameter

that determines the maximum pa ket marking probability. The pa ket dropping
me hanism of the RED gateway is not per- ow basis, so the same pa ket marking
probability pb is used for all the in oming pa kets.

3

Analyti Model

In this paper, we analyze the transient behavior of the RED gateway using the
analyti results obtained in [5℄. We show our analyti model in Fig. 2. The
analyti model onsists of a single RED gateway and multiple TCP onne tions.
We assume that all TCP onne tions have an identi al (round-trip) propagation
delay (denoted by  ). We also assume that the pro essing speed of the RED
gateway (denoted by B ) is the bottlene k in the network. Namely, transmission
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speeds of all links are assumed to be suÆ iently faster than the pro essing speed
of the RED gateway.
We model the ongestion ontrol me hanism of TCP version Reno [9℄ at all
sour e hosts. We further assume that all TCP onne tions hange their window
sizes (denoted by w) syn hronously. Sour e hosts are allowed to send w pa kets
without re eipt of an ACK (ACKnowledgement) pa ket. Thus, the sour e host
an send w pa kets during its RTT (Round Trip Time). In our analysis, we model
the entire network as a dis rete-time system, where a time slot of the system
orresponds to an RTT of TCP onne tions. We de ne w(k ) as the window size
of the sour e host at slot k . All sour e hosts are assumed to have enough data
to transmit; that is, the sour e host is assumed to always send the number w(k )
of pa kets during slot k . We de ne q (k ) and q (k ) as the urrent and the average
queue lengths (i.e., the urrent and the average number of pa kets in the bu er of
the RED gateway). We assume that both q (k ) and q (k ) will not hange during a
slot [5℄. For taking a ount of a TCP onne tions variation, the number of TCP
onne tions at slot k is denoted by n(k ).

4

Derivation of Average State Transition Equations

In this se tion, we present the derivation of average state transition equations,
whi h des ribe the dynami s of the RED gateway [5℄. Refer to [5℄ for the detail
of the analysis.
4.1

Derivation of State Transition Equations

Provided that the average queue length q (k ) lies between minth and maxth , and
that the number n(k ) of TCP onne tions is onstant, pb (k ) is given by

q
(k ) minth
pb(k) = maxp maxth minth


The RED gateway dis ards an in oming pa ket with a probability pa (k ):

pb(k)
pa(k) = 1 ount
 pb (k)

where ount is the number of unmarked pa kets that have arrived sin e the
last marked pa ket. The number of unmarked pa kets between two onse utive marked pa kets, X , an be represented by an uniform random variable in
f1; 2;    ; 1=pb(k)g. Namely,


 n  1=pb(k)
Pk [X = n℄ = p0b(k) 1otherwise

Let X (k ) be the expe ted number of unmarked pa kets between two onse utive
marked pa kets at slot k . X k is obtained as

Xk =

1
X

n=1

n Pk [X = n℄ = 1=pb(2k) + 1

The probability that at least one pa ket is dis arded from w(k ) pa kets, p, is
given by

w(k) ; 1
p = min 1=p
b(k)

Therefore, by assuming that all TCP onne tions are in the ongestion avoidan e
phase, the window size at slot k + 1 is given by


w(k)

with probability p
w(k + 1) = w(k) + 1 otherwise

(1)

2

Note that in the above equation, it is assumed that all pa ket losses an be
dete ted by dupli ate ACKs [5℄. The urrent queue length at slot k + 1 is given
by

q
(k )
B + B


q(k + 1) = q(k) + n(k + 1) w(k + 1)
= n(k + 1) w(k + 1) B 
The average queue length at slot k + 1 is given by
nk wk
q(k + 1) = (1 qw )n k w k q(k) + qw f1 1 (1 (1 qw )q ) g q(k)
w
( )

4.2

( )

( )

(2)

( )

Derivation of Average State Transition Equations

We derive average state transition equations that represent a typi al behavior
of TCP onne tions and the RED gateway [5℄. We introdu e a sequen e, whi h
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Relationship between slot and sequen e.

is a series of adja ent slots in whi h all pa kets from a sour e host have been
unmarked by the RED gateway (Fig. 3). We then treat the entire network as
a dis rete-time system where a time slot orresponds to a sequen e, instead of
a slot. Let s(k ) be the average number of slots that onsists of a sequen e that
begins at slot k .
The average state transition equation from w(k ) to w(k + s(k )) is obtained
from Eq. (1) as

w(k + s(k)) = w(k) + 2s(k)

1

(3)

Note that w(k ) represents the expe ted value of the minimum window size.
Similarly, the average state transition equations from q (k ) to q (k + sk ) is obtained
from Eq. (2) as

q(k + s(k)) = n(k + s(k)) w(k + s(k)) B 
The average state transition equation from q (k ) to q (k + sk ) is obtained as
q(k + s(k)) ' (1 qw )X k q(k) + f1 (1 qw )X k gq(k)
( )

( )

(4)
(5)

Average state transition equations given by Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) des ribe the
average behaviors of the window size, the urrent queue length, and the average queue length, respe tively. An average equilibrium value is de ned as the
expe ted value in steady state. Let w , q  , q  , and n be the average equilibrium values of the window size w(k ), the urrent queue length q (k ), the average
queue length q (k ), and the average number of TCP onne tions n(k ), respe tively. Let us introdu e Æ x(k ) as the di eren e between the state ve tor x(k )
and the average equilibrium point.
2

w(k)
6 q (k )
Æ (k)  64 q(k)
n(k)
x

w 3
q 77
q 5
n

By lineally approximating w(k ), q (k ), q (k ), and n(k ) around their average equilibrium values, Æ x(k + s) an be written as

Æ (k + s(k)) ' Æ (k)
x

A x

(6)

where A is a state transition matrix.
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5.1

Analysis of Transient Behavior
Types of TCP Conne tions Variation

We assume that N TCP onne tions exist in steady state. We also assume that
all TCP onne tions are in the ongestion avoidan e phase. In this ase, there
are four types of hanges in the number of TCP onne tions.
The rst ase is that N (N < N ) TCP onne tions of N TCP onne tions
end their data transmissions (C1). In this ase, N N TCP onne tions are
in the ongestion avoidan e phase and will rea h the steady state again. The
se ond and the third ases (C2 and C3) are that N TCP onne tions resume
their data transmissions after an idle period. In these ases, the behavior of these
N TCP onne tions depends on the length of the idle period. When the idle
period is short (C2), N TCP onne tions operate in the ongestion avoidan e
phase with using their previous window sizes. In this ase, there exist totally
N + N TCP onne tions in the ongestion avoidan e phase.
On the other hand, when the idle period is long (in general, longer than the
TCP's retransmission timer) (C3), N TCP onne tions operate in the slow
start phase with the initial window size. Moreover, the fourth ase is that N
TCP onne tions newly start their data transmissions (C4). In this ase, similar
to the third ase, there exist N TCP onne tions in the ongestion avoidan e
phase and N TCP onne tions in the slow start phase. In this paper, we
analyze the transient behavior of the RED gateway in ea h ase. We use two
di erent approa hes for the ases that all TCP onne tions are in the ongestion
avoidan e phase (C1 and C2) and for the ases that some TCP onne tions are
in the slow start phase (C3 and C4).
5.2

Cases C1 and C2: Congestion Avoidan e Phase Only

We onsider the ases that all TCP onne tions are in the ongestion avoidan e
phase (C1 or C2). Let u(k ) ( n(k ) n(k 1)) be the di eren e of the number
of TCP onne tions from slot k 1 to slot k . For instan e, when the number of
TCP onne tions is in reased by N at slot i, u(k ) is given by


if k = i
u(k) = N
0 otherwise
We analyze the e e t of the TCP onne tions variation on the dynami s of
the urrent queue length of the RED gateway. The main idea is to treat the TCP

onne tions variation, u(k ), and the urrent queue length, q (k ), as the input to,
and the output from the system formulated by Eq. (6), respe tively. Namely, by
adding both the input u(k ) and the output q (k ) to Eq. (6), we have

Æ (k + s(k)) = Æ (k) + u(k)
q(k) = Æ (k)
A x

x

B

C x

where B and C are de ned by the following equations.
= [ 0 0 0 1 ℄T
C = [ 0 1 0 0 ℄
B

Namely, the variation of the number of TCP onne tions, u(k ), is added to the
number of a tive TCP onne tions, n(k ), by B. And the urrent queue length
of the RED gateway, q (k ), is extra ted from the state ve tor by C.
Using su h a SISO (Single-Input Single-Output) model given by Eq. (7),
the dynami s of the urrent queue length of the RED gateway an be pre isely
analyzed. For example, the evolution of the urrent queue length, q (k ), for a
given TCP onne tions variation, u(k ), an be al ulated by

q(k) =

k
X
i=0

u(i) Æ (k i)

(7)

x

The great advantage of this approa h is that various analyti te hniques used in
the ontrol theory an be dire tly applied. For example, if the number of TCP
onne tions is in reased by N at slot k , the input u(k ) be omes the impulse
fun tion [10℄. Therefore, it is easy to analyze the dynami s of the urrent queue
length, q (k ), by investigating the impulse response of the system. We an investigate the dynami s of the urrent queue length not only for an instantaneous
TCP onne tions variation but also for an arbitrary TCP onne tions variation.
5.3

Cases C3 and C4: Congestion Avoidan e Phase and Slow Start
Phase

We next fo us on the other two ases: when TCP onne tions resume their data
transmissions (C3) and when TCP onne tions newly start their data transmissions (C4). Let u0 (k ) be the di eren e in the total number of pa kets from slot
k 1 to slot k, whi h are sent from all TCP onne tions in the slow start phase.
More spe i ally, u0 (k ) is de ned by

u0(k) =

N
X
i=1

(wi (k )

wi (k

1))

where N is the number of TCP onne tions operating in the slow start phase,
and wi (k ) is the window size of ith TCP onne tion. In the slow start phase,
the window size is rst initialized and then doubled every RTT. Thus, when

N TCP onne tions newly start their data transmissions at slot i, u0(k) is
approximately given by
u0(k) '



N
s(k)(k s
n(k)  2

i

0

1)

if k > si
otherwise

Similarly to the previous subse tion, the dynami s of the urrent queue length
of the RED gateway an be analyzed. Namely, the di eren e in the total number
of pa kets, u0 (k ), and the urrent queue length, q (k ), are added to the system
given by Eq. (6) as the input and the output, respe tively.

Æ (k + s(k)) = Æ (k) + 0 u0(k)
q(k) = Æ (k)
A x

x

B

C x

where

0 =  1 0 0 0 T

B

In the above equations, the window size of a TCP onne tion, w(k ), is in reased
by u0 (k ) by B.

6
6.1

Numeri al Examples and Dis ussions
Performan e Measures for Transient Behavior

Three performan e measures alled overshoot, rise time and settling time are
widely used for evaluating the transient behavior of dynami systems (Fig. 4) [11℄.
These are riteria for the damping performan e (the overshoot), the response performan e (the rise time), and both the response and the damping performan e
(the settling time). In this paper, we de ne the overshoot as the di eren e between the maximum and the equilibrium queue lengths. The rise time is de ned
as the time taken for the urrent queue length to rea h the 90 % of the equilibrium queue length. The settling time is the time taken for the urrent queue
length to onverge within 5% of the equilibrium queue length. In general, all
of these performan e measures should be small for a hieving better transient
behavior. However, there is a tradeo among the overshoot, the rise time, and
the settling time. It is therefore important to balan e these three performan e
measures a ording to the desired transient behavior.
These performan e measures have the following impli ations to the RED
gateway. A large overshoot means that the urrent queue length of the RED
gateway grows ex essively when the number of TCP onne tions is hanged.
Sin e the urrent queue length is limited by the bu er size, a large overshoot
sometimes auses bu er over ow at the RED gateway. Otherwise, it results in
a long queueing delay in the bu er. Hen e, a small overshoot is desirable for
preventing bu er over ow and minimizing the queueing delay. In addition, the
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rise time represents the onvergen e speed of the urrent queue length after
a hange of the number of TCP onne tions. As an be seen from Eq. (2),
the urrent queue length, q (k ), dire tly re e ts the window sizes w(k ). So it
is possible to estimate the onvergen e speed of TCP onne tions from the rise
time. The settling time implies the onvergen e speed of the urrent queue length
to its equilibrium value after the number of TCP onne tions is hanged.
6.2

Case C2: Congestion Avoidan e Phase Only

Due to spa e limitation, we only show numeri al examples for the ase (C2):
when N TCP onne tions resume their data transmissions in the ongestion
avoidan e phase after a short idle period. We use the equilibrium values, w , q  ,
and q  , as the initial values for w(k ), q (k ), and q (k ). We al ulate the dynami s
of the queue length q (k ) of the RED gateway using Eq. (7) when N TCP
onne tions resume at slot 0; i.e.,

n(k) = NN + N ifif kk < 00

Figure 5 shows performan e measures for the transient behavior (the overshoot, the rise time, and the settling time) for di erent number N of TCP
onne tions in steady state, n . In the following gures, unless expli itly stated,
we use a set of ontrol parameters of the RED gateway re ommended by the authors of [1℄. We also use the following system parameters: the pro essing speed of
the RED gateway B = 2 [pa ket /ms℄, the propagation delay  = 1 [ms℄, and the
number of resumed TCP onne tions N = 1. Figure 5 shows that the urrent
queue length of the RED gateway hanges more dynami ally (i.e., a larger overshoot) when N is smaller. It is be ause when the number of TCP onne tions in
steady state, N , is smaller, the impa t of the resumed TCP onne tion be omes
larger. The gure also shows that the overshoot is smaller than 1 [pa ket℄ when
the number of TCP onne tions, N , is greater than 4. It suggests that the bu er
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over ow at the RED gateway is not likely to happen when the number of TCP
onne tions is suÆ iently large.
Shown in Fig. 6 is the ase that the pro essing speed of the RED gateway,
B, is hanged from 1 to 10 [pa ket/ms℄. One an nd from this gure that as the
pro essing speed of the RED gateway de reases, the overshoot and the settling
time be omes small and long, respe tively. This implies that the e e t of TCP
onne tions variation on the urrent queue length of the RED gateway sustains
for a long period if the pro essing speed of the RED gateway is small.
Figure 7 illustrates the e e t of the (round-trip) propagation delay of the
TCP onne tion on the transient behavior of the RED gateway. In this gure,
the propagation delay of the TCP onne tion,  , is hanged from 1 to 6 [ms℄.
This gure learly shows that the transient behavior of the RED gateway is
degraded when the propagation delay of the TCP onne tion is large. For example, as the propagation delay in reases, both the overshoot and the rise time
in rease. This phenomenon an be understood by the fa t that when both TCP
onne tions and the RED gateway are onsidered as a single feedba k system, a
longer propagation delay orresponds to a longer feedba k delay. In general, both
the stability and the transient performan e of a feedba k system are degraded
by a long feedba k delay.
Figure 7 also shows that the settling time is minimized when the propagation
delay of the TCP onne tion,  , is about 4 [ms℄. It an be onje tured from this
phenomenon that the urrent queue length of the RED gateway will hange
slowly when the propagation delay of the TCP onne tion is short, and that
the urrent queue length hanges os illatory when the propagation delay is long.
From this observation, it is expe ted that the operation of the RED gateway
be omes unstable if the propagation delay of the TCP onne tion is very long. In
most feedba k-based systems, a small feedba k delay improves both the stability
and the transient performan e. However, in the ongestion avoidan e phase of
TCP, the window size of the sour e host is in reased every its RTT. In other
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words, the ongestion avoidan e phase of TCP has a feedba k gain, whi h is
dependent on the feedba k delay.
We then investigate the e e t of the maximum pa ket marking probability,
maxp , on the transient behavior of the RED gateway. Figure 8 suggests that
three performan e measures | the overshoot, the rise time, and the settling
time | are slightly in reased as maxp in reases. Namely, the maximum pa ket
marking probability, maxp , has little impa t on the transient behavior of the
RED gateway. The maximum pa ket marking probability, maxp , should therefore be on gured by taking a ount of the steady state performan e of the RED
gateway (e.g., the average throughput and the average queue length). Although
we do not in lude results due to spa e limitation, we found that two threshold
values, minth and maxth , also have little impa t on the transient behavior of
the RED gateway.
We nally show the dynami s of the urrent queue length of the RED gateway
for a di erent number of resumed TCP onne tions N . In this gure, N is
hanged from 1 to 10. It an be found from this gure that the urrent queue
length of the RED gateway hanges more ex essively with a larger number of
resumed TCP onne tions, N . This phenomenon an be intuitively understood.
Namely, when the number of resumed TCP onne tions is large, more pa kets
arrive at the RED gateway. It gives a larger impa t on the transient behavior of
the RED gateway.

7

Con lusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have analyzed the impa t of TCP onne tions variation on the
transient behavior of the RED gateway by utilizing the average state transition
equations obtained in [5℄. We have modeled the entire network in luding both
TCP onne tions and the RED gateway as a feedba k system. We have investigated the transient behavior (in parti ular, the dynami s of the urrent queue

length) of the RED gateway when the number of TCP onne tions is hanged.
We have quantitatively shown that the transient behavior of the RED gateway
is sensitive to system parameters su h as the number of TCP onne tions in the
steady state, the apa ity of the RED gateway, and the propagation delay of the
TCP onne tion. We have also shown that the ontrol parameters of the RED
gateway have little in uen e on the transient behavior of the RED gateway.
As a future work, it is important to analyze the transient behavior of the RED
gateway in various situations sin e our analyti approa h enables us to investigate the transient behavior of the RED gateway for realisti TCP onne tion
variation.
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